A recent survey found that half of all Americans believe our species was not a product of evolution, but instead a direct creation of God (and Brits aren't much different). So imagine how hard that half of the population swallowed after reading the latest reported twist in human evolution. Our relatives, it seems, were more than just kissin' cousins, when it came to the early chimp line.
As the Associated Press put it, " [T] he split between the two species was a long, messy affair that may even have featured an unusual evolutionary version of breakup sex." Some newspapers toned down that ribald lead when they ran the AP story, but the item still garnered headlines coast to coast.
Geneticists at the Broad Institute (a fertile hybrid of MIT and Harvard), based their conclusion on a close comparison of the human genome and the chimp genome. Some genes suggest a distant split point, perhaps 9 million years ago. Others suggest the break was more like 5 million years ago. And their admittedly out-on-a-limb interpretation: the two species interbred, at least occasionally, for a period of 4 million years.
As the Columbus (Ohio) Dispatch put it, "The graceful branching of the human family tree looks more like a briar patch."
Readers of the Economist were reminded of a short story by Ian McEwan, in which a woman takes a pet chimpanzee as her lover. "Although truth is often stranger than fiction, a study published this week by scientists in America demonstrates that both can be pretty odd."
Whether it's the truth or not remains to be seen. In a paper in Nature, David Reich and colleagues are careful to say they just "suggest a provocative explanation" for their surprising genetic results. Science journalists didn't dig too deeply for other possible explanations. They did, however, seek out some words of caution.
Daniel Lieberman at Harvard, who wasn't involved with the study, was widely quoted saying, "My problem is imagining what it would be like to have a bipedal hominid and a chimpanzee viewing each other as appropriate mates -not to put it too crudely."
The Washington Post headline made it seem even more like the McEwan short story: "Human Ancestors May Have Interbred With Chimpanzees."
In fact, nobody has a good picture of what these early hominids and chimp ancestors
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Mediawatch: Richard F. Harris reports on the response to evidence of closer links between chimps and humans early in the divergence of the species.
A chimp off the old block looked like. The implicit assumption left with readers is our ancestors looked like us and the chimps' ancestors looked like modern chimps. That, at any rate, is the enduring image of this story.
Time Magazine didn't bother to actually quote anybody who found the idea unsettling, but it did anticipate a backlash. "It's sure to be seized on right away, though, by anti-evolutionists, who will undoubtedly claim that evolutionary theorists will once again be forced to rewrite the theory in the face of inconvenient facts -and that this proves it's not a valid theory. But that's bogus... A mystery like this poses no threat to evolution -it just makes it more interesting."
The Guardian had a bit of trouble explaining how this inter-breeding could have worked. "The scientists hypothesise that interbreeding between our ancestral humans and early chimps created a third, infertile 'hybrid' species, the human equivalent of a mule, the infertile offspring of a horse and donkey. Though incapable of breeding among its own, the hybrid is believed to have survived by mating with its parent human or chimp species, before the two separated to follow the two distinct evolutionary paths that led to modern humans and chimps."
The New York Times more adroitly reasoned that such a hybrid couldn't have been infertile (otherwise it wouldn't be able to breed at all).
Instead, the Times explained it like this: "Hybrid populations often go extinct because the males are sterile, Dr. Reich pointed out, so hybrid females may have mated with male chimps to produce viable offspring."
Are humans unusual animals in this apparent extensive crossbreeding? Or are phylogenetic trees throughout the animal kingdom all just fantasies? These are huge questions, not fully contemplated in most of the reporting. But James Mallet at University College London told the Washington Post that Darwin favored the idea that new species emerge in a slow and stuttering fashion. "But," the Post added, "in the early part of the 20th century, biologists came to favor the idea of clean breaks, with the 'pure' lines of emerging species being stronger and fitter than hybrids."
The Post's further excursion into this story, however, was not a quest for deeper meaning. Later in the week, the humor writers took over. "This whole idea of chimp-human hookups got us thinking about what interspecies couples fight over." How about: "She keeps bugging me to get hair plugs for my back," or "Thinks he's hot stuff because he invented 'the wheel', whatever that is." So much for making any headway with all those folks who reject evolution to begin with. Under this logo, the WWF has grown into the largest privately financed international
The giant panda, the international symbol of conservation, may be more abundant than expected in some of its remaining Chinese habitats. Nigel Williams reports.
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Secrets and lives: New studies suggest more giant pandas may exist in protected reserves in China then previously estimated. (Photograph: Naxun Zhao.)
